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Panda3D 1.7 Game Developer's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Panda3D is a free and open source game engine. It has been used successfully by hobbyists as well as big studios to create games ranging from quick prototypes to full-scale commercial MMOs. Panda3D makes it easy to use models, textures, and sounds to create impressive interactive experiences. With this book, you too will be able to leverage...
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Accelerating MATLAB with GPU Computing: A Primer with ExamplesMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Beyond simulation and algorithm development, many developers increasingly use MATLAB even for product deployment in computationally heavy fields. This often demands that MATLAB codes run faster by leveraging the distributed parallelism of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). While MATLAB successfully provides high-level functions as a simulation...
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Game Programming Gems 2Charles River, 2001
A collection of articles on key topics in computer game programming. Highlights include coverage of artificial intelligence, geometry management, audio programming, and other topics. The CD-ROM contains code and demos for the text. System requires a C and C++ x86 assembler, Open GL, and Direct3D. DLC: Computer games--Programming. 
...
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Software Engineering with Microsoft Visual Studio Team System (Microsoft .Net Development)Addison Wesley, 2006
Software Engineering with Microsoft Visual Studio Team System is written for any software team that is considering running a software project using Visual Studio Team System (VSTS), or evaluating modern software development practices for its use.

 

...
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An Introduction to GCCNetwork Theory, 2004
This manual provides a complete tutorial introduction to the GNU C and C++ compilers, gcc and g++.    Many books teach the C and C++ languages, this book teaches you how to use the compiler itself.  All the common problems and error messages encountered by new users of GCC are carefully explained, with numerous easy-to-follow "Hello...
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Debugging Linux SystemsPrentice Hall, 2009

	Debugging Linux Systems discusses the main tools available today to debug 2.6 Linux Kernels. We start by exploring the seemingly esoteric operations of the Kernel Debugger (KDB), Kernel GNU DeBugger (KGDB), the plain GNU DeBugger (GDB), and JTAG debuggers. We then investigate Kernel Probes, a feature that lets you intrude into a kernel...
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High Performance Linux Clusters with OSCAR, Rocks, OpenMosix, and MPI (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 2004
This new guide covers everything you need to plan, build,  and deploy a high-performance Linux cluster. You'll learn  about planning, hardware choices, bulk installation of Linux  on multiple systems, and other basic considerations. Learn  about the major free software projects and how to choose  those that are most helpful to new cluster...
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The Great Beyond: Higher Dimensions, Parallel Universes and the Extraordinary Search for a Theory of EverythingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
It is among the most elegant, radical, and tantalizing theories ever to be fashioned by the keen lathe of mathematical insight. For the better part of two centuries, the notion of higher dimensions beyond space and time has fueled the imaginations of scientists, writers, occultists, and more than a few con artists.       

By turns...
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Web Penetration Testing with Kali Linux - Third Edition: Explore the methods and tools of ethical hacking with Kali LinuxPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build your defense against web attacks with Kali Linux, including command injection flaws, crypto implementation layers, and web application security holes

	
		Key Features

		
			Know how to set up your lab with Kali Linux
	
			Discover the core concepts of web penetration testing

...
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International Directory of Business Biographies Edition 1.St. James Press, 2004
Choice : "Entries are well written and easy to understand, Summing Up:  Highly Recommended."
 --Choice, June 2005     

       As the modern business world continues to expand, today's business researchers are in search of a more global perspective.  Unlike many other directories, this four-volume set...
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Toxicology and EpigeneticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Epigenetics is the study of both heritable and non-heritable changes in the regulation of gene activity and expression that occur without an alteration in the DNA sequence. This dynamic and rapidly developing discipline is making its impact across the biomedical sciences, in particular in toxicology where epigenetic differences can...
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Magento 2 Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Magento 2 – The most recent version of the world's favourite e-Commerce platform for your online store


	About This Book

	
		Set up, configure, and power up your Magento environment from development to production
	
		Master the use of Web API to communicate with the...
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